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Nicole Piková
22
Tourism and regional development
University of Economics in Prague
Faculty of International Relations

Activities in AEGEE:






member since January 2015
SU AEGEE Praha (helper)
SU AEGEE Valencia & AEGEE Castelló (participant)
LTC AEGEE Praha
Autumn Agora Kyiv (visitor)

AEGEE motivation:
I would describe my story with AEGEE in five words: LOVE FOR THE FIRST SIGHT. My first
impuls why to join AEGEE was during the European day of languages last year. I saw a group
of young interesting people who love to get to know foreign cultures, people and places and
even during this event I knew I wanted to become a part of it. It has been 10 lovely months
of my relationship with AEGEE and during this amazing period of time I’ve manage to travel
to my beloved Spain for Summer University (which was awesome by the way). But that’s not
it! When I came back home I was so travelling-sick that I applied for Autumn Agora Kyjiv
even if I’ve never thought of visiting Ukraine but thanks to AEGEE I was so excited about
going there because of the people, atmosphere, possibillity to learn new skills and in general
the experience with such a big event.
Since the beginning at AEGEE I wanted to be an active member and that’s why I am trying to
participate at as many AEGEE activities as possible to gain experience and overview about
how other antennas are doing their job.
I consider myself as a fresh member but not a newbie I think I have some experience that I
can share but on the other hand I still have in my mind what a newbie needs. I want to help
with spreading all the enthusiasm and positive energy that being a part of AEGEE gives me.
Because everywhere you go with AEGEE family you are not feelling alone!

My goals as HR Responsible:






gain more active members (because not always is number the most important thing)
mentorship for newbies
involve more our members to all activities
more opportunities for exchanges with other antennas
fundraising

